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Chair Airlines resumes flight operations in June 

 
Chair Airlines takes off into the summer after a two-month break. The first regular 

flight to Prishtina takes off in June. The destinations Skopje, Ohrid, Kos, Rhodes, 

Heraklion, Larnaca and Beirut will follow. In the coming weeks and months, the flight 

schedule will be successively expanded. 

 

Glattbrugg, June 12, 2020 - After a two-month flight interruption, Chair Airlines will resume 

flight operations in June. The first two aircraft will soon take off for Prishtina in Kosovo and 

Skopje in Northern Macedonia. Both destinations will be served daily by Chair Airlines from 

Zurich and Basel until the end of October 2020. The first flight to Ohrid will also take place in 

June. The city on the lake of the same name in northern Macedonia will be served several 

times a week from Zurich.  

 

For sun-seekers, Chair Airlines is offering flights to the Greek islands and Cyprus from July 10. 

The program includes Heraklion on Crete, Rhodes, Kos and Larnaca. Nature lovers, water 

sports enthusiasts and lovers of Mediterranean cuisine will find these popular holiday 

destinations particularly appealing. The Lebanese capital Beirut will be served again from 9 

July. Twice a week, Chair Airlines operates flights to the city of surprising contrasts.  

 

"We are delighted that we will soon be able to offer our passengers flights back home and to 

some of the most beautiful holiday destinations in Europe. In accordance with the entry 

regulations of the respective countries, the flight schedule will be gradually expanded in the 

coming weeks and months", says Shpend Ibrahimi, CEO and Board of Directors of Chair 

Airlines, and emphasizes: "The safety and well-being of passengers and crews are our top 

priority". Chair Airlines fully implements the hygiene measures and service concepts of the 

European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) and the Swiss Federal Office of Public Health 

(SFOPH). Since the minimum distances in the cabin cannot always be maintained, all 

passengers aged six years and older as well as all crew members are required to wear a 

protective mask. In addition, the interaction between crew and passengers during the flight is 

kept to a minimum. 

 

All flights for the summer of 2020 can be booked online at www.chair.ch, in the Service Center 

on +41 44 577 61 00 as well as at travel agencies and selected tour operators. Depending on 

the tariff, passengers can check in 20 kg of baggage free of charge. All taxes and fees are 

included in the flight prices. 
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About Chair Airlines 

Chair Airlines was founded in 2019. The airline currently operates from Zurich with three Airbus A319 aircraft with 

150 seats each. The company currently employs 150 people in the cabin, cockpit and administrative areas. Chair 

Airlines AG is the further development of Germania Flug AG in Switzerland. Chair Airlines is 50.01 % owned by 

the Swiss Albex Aviation AG, 49.99 % by the Polish charter airline Enter Air. www.chair.ch  
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